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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The study of hypernuclear physics is important to bridge the gap in our fundamen-
tal understanding of NN and YN interactions. It is also important for the basic 
understanding of nuclear physics and is useful for determination of relevant con-
straints on baryon-baryon interactions as available data are limited because of the 
lack of experiments, which axe difficult to perform. Furthermore, there are almost no 
YY scattering data. More to it, large ambiguities in limited available data may be 
constrained through YN structural studies. These interactions are the basic input 
for such a study of nuclear system bound with one or two hyperons. For example, 
spectroscopic studies of A and S hypernuclei are carried out experimentally and 
theoretically, which lead to the qualitative conclusion giving useful information for 
the study of composition of hyperonic matter inside the neution stai. The A particle 
instead of S~ would be the first strange baxyon to appear in the core of the neutron 
star. The HN interaction is also interesting and important in order to explore the 
existing H hypernuclei and the dense hyperonic matter in neutron star. 
A hypernucleus is a many body system composed of nucleons and one or more 
strange hyperons. Nuclei normally consist of neutrons and protons. A hypernu-
cleus is a short lived nucleus bound with a hyperon. It is stable because of the 
' binding effects which lengthen the life time of strong interaction in the nuclear sys-
tem. Historically, the first hypernucleus was discovered in 1953's by poHsh scientist 
Danysz and pniewski [1] in a photographic emulsion exposed to cosmic rays. This 
initial cosmic ray observation oihypernuclei were followed by pion and proton beam 
production in emulsions and then ''He bubble chambers. Later on, many single-A 
hypernuclci [2] and three double-A liypernuclci were reported [3, 4, 5]. The lambda 
hypernucleus is represented s3Tnbolically by ^'^j^Z, where, Z is the charge of core 
nucleus, the baryon number A+1 is the sum of A nucleons plus one A particle. A 
single-A hypernucleus '^'^j^Z , which is a composite system of nuclear core '^Z and 
one bound A particle. The quantity, BA, is defined as the binding energy of the 
single-A hypernucleus, and is given as 
Similarly AA hypernucleus is denoted symbolically by "^WZ. A double-A hyper-
nucleus '^ AA'^ ' which is a composite system of nuclear core ^Z and two bound A 
particles. The quantity, 5AA, is defined as the binding energy of the double-A hy-
pernucleus, and is given as 
BAA = -{Mi^llZ) - M{^Z) - 2mA], 
where, M denotes mass of the system which appears inside the brackets and TTLA is 
the mass of A hyperon. The AA bond energy ( AJBAA) which is defined as the change 
in total binding energy of the two A's due to AA interaction. The ASAA of double-A 
hypernuclei are determined experimentally from the measurement of binding energy 
of double- and single-A hypernuclei as given by 
ABAA = SAA(TA2)-2SAr+lZ) . 
Owing to the strangeness degree of freedom, the physics of hypernuclei is different 
from the ordinary nuclei as it brings subtle distortions in the bound nuclear system. 
For example, the strangeness degree of freedom modifies the total binding energy, 
nuclear core polarization, rms radius and density profiles. Also the A particle plays 
a 'glue like role', with the reason that hyperon inside the nucleus is not Pauli blocked 
that may reside deep inside the nucleus. About, 53 hypernuclei have been found, 
including 40 single-A hypernuclei, 3 double-A hypernuclei, 8 E- hypernuclei and 2 
S hypernuclci [6]. 
Direct evidence about AN interaction comes from the study of two- and few- body 
system. No two body A-nucleon system has been found to exist, while a two body 
NN system i.e. deuteron is bound by 2.226 MeV. The hghtest bound hypernucleus 
is the hypertriton ^H with the ground state binding energy, BA = 0.13 ± 0.05 MeV. 
Thus AN interaction, although strong in nature, is weaker than the NN interaction. 
This fact is also supported by the non existence of ^He, whereas ^He exists. The 
HN force is even weaker than AN force. These farts can bo understood qualitatively 
on the basis of quark model. 
Strangeness degree of freedom, when trapped in a bound nuclear system, affects 
every physical observable. A study of great importance would be to show how this 
would affect the behaviour of the nuclear system with different quanta of strangeness. 
The hypernuclear systems with one or two quanta of strangeness in a finite nucleus 
and also with the bulk of it as in an infinite body hyperon star offer an unique 
opportunity to enrich our knowledge about the role of strangeness in a nuclear 
medium of different densities [7]. Such systems may provide useful informations 
about baryon-baryon and three baryon-baryon forces. 
Our detailed knowledge for 8 = 0, NN sector is based on the rich data of NN 
scattering as well as nuclear phenomena. Recent studies for S = -1 many body 
systems such as A hypernuclei have clarified interesting features of AN and SN 
interactions inspite of scarce data of free space scattering. On the other hand, 
for baryon-baryon interaction with S = -2 sector, experimental information has 
been highly limited due to extreme difficulties of two body scattering experiments. 
Therefore, the observed AA bond energies of double-A hypernuclei should be the 
most reliable source for the S = -2 interaction, and such data pay a decisive role 
to determine the strength of underlying AA interaction. Thus, the doubly strange 
AA and E hypernuclei provide the primary data that address the question of the 
properties of the S = -2 AA interaction both inside the nuclear medium and in the 
free space. 
The A hypernuclei provide a unique laboratory to investigate AA interaction. 
Finally, multi-strange nuclear systems are extremely interesting, as they may be the 
true ground state of neutron star. 
Many theoretical studies of heavy hypernuclei have been performed in recent 
years. There are either mean field model with an effective AN interaction, i.e. rela-
tivistic mean field (RMF) model [8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15] and Skyrme Hartree-Fock 
model [16, 17] or a Wood-Saxon potential [18] in the framework of RMF theory. In 
the RMF approach nuclear many body problem is described phenomenologically 
with some basic inputs. For example, infinite body nuclear matter and finite nu-
clear systems described by, quantum hadrodynamics and RMF. Few sophistication 
like inclusion of non linear terms to scalar meson [19] and recently to the vector 
meson [20] improve the results. The RMF approach has been quite successful to de-
scribe bulk properties of medium and heavy hypernuclei. The core of the lead (Pb) 
nucleus is the same as the neutron star, therefore many strange hyperons bound 
with lead nucleus would provide useful and necessary information required to model 
the neutron star in a microscopic approach. Such a study of multi strange lead 
nucleus is possible within the framework of RMF theory. The physics of medium 
and heavy hypernuclei has got an advantage as the informations so extracted may 
be useful for neutron star studies. Also the approach developed for infinite body 
system may be generalised to heavy hypernuclei. 
The binding energy of nuclear system in the relativistic mean field arises from a 
strong cancellation between repulsive vector and attractive scalar potentials. Vari-
ous experiments at BNL, CERN and KEK have been used to study multi-strange 
systems. Although direct evidence of their existence has been missing except for 
the few double-A hypernuclei (A^AHB, JvABe, AAB). Moreover, the experimental 
information is limited merely to their binding energies. 
In recent years great progress has been made in gaining a microscopic under-
standing of various nuclear properties starting with interacting nucleons and meson 
fields in a relativistic framework. Solutions of the self-consistent relativistic mean 
field equations for nucleons and mesons (in the relativistic Hartree-Fock approx-
imation) provide a basis for studying the nuclear ground state properties. This 
method gives excellent results for the binding energies and other properties of spher-
ical nuclei, as well as some well-known deformed nuclei. The agreement with the 
known binding energies of nuclei is better ion comparison with the calculations using 
Skyrme-type effective interactions. The fundamental theory of the strong interac-
tion i.e. Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is incapable to explain typical nuclear 
phenomena at low and intermediate energies. Thus we are left with possibility to de-
velop phenomenological model to explain bulk properties of nuclei. The early model 
developed by Walecka and others [21, 19] apply a relativistic scalar-vector theory 
for describing the nucleon-nucleon properties of nuclear matter and finite nuclei us-
ing a Lagrangian containing nucleonic and mesonic degrees of freedom. The basic 
ingredients in their approach were coupling constants and unknown meson masses 
which were used to fit the data of nuclear matter and a few finite nuclei. They 
did not include exchange terms and contribution of the anti-particles. Only a few 
of the experimentally known mesons are explicitly where taking into account. The 
major drawbacks that appear in Walecka model are; the too small effective nucleon 
mass at high densities and its too large incompressibility at the energy density sat-
uration. To refinement was proposed by Boguta and Bodmor [20]. They included 
self-coupling terms to the scalar field. The appearance of unphysical situation ow-
ing to the negative value of self-coupling constant suggests that the model requires 
further modifications and refinements. Bodmer [22] introduced a quartic nonlinear 
term to the vector potential to study the equation of state as a modification. 
The non-relativistic analyses indicate that the average field in the nucleus has 
almost Wood-Saxon radial shape with strength (U) about 50 MeV [23]. However, U 
~ 50 MeV «C mc^ (~ 1000 MeV). The conventional non relativistic optical model 
fails to account for the measured spin observables such as the analyzing power 
{Ay ) and the spin rotation function (Q) in the polarized proton-nucleus scattering 
experiments at the intermediate energies (~ 300 MeV). As the proper description of 
spin is relativistic, it was therefore suggested to use the Dirac equation with Lorentz 
scalar (S, attractive) and vector (V, repulsive) time-like potentials, instead of non-
relativistic Schrodinger equation. This so-called Dirac phenomenology turned out to 
be remarkably successful in accurately reproducing the measured cross-sections (a) 
and the spin variables Ay and Q. This phenomenal success of Dirac phenomenology 
triggered the numerous successful applications of RMF approach to several nuclear 
properties. 
The most direct indication for the need of relativistic description stems from the 
observed large anomalous nuclear l.s splitting. In the atomic case l.s interaction is 
given by the well-known Thomas formula: 
where, f/"' is the central potential, which is the sum of the Coulomb field of the 
nucleus and the self-consistent field, calculated using, for example, the Hartree-
Fock procedure. The observed nuclear l.s splitting is very large (~ 30 times) and 
is of opposite sign as compared to the atomic case. Further, this important l.s 
term in the non-relativistic nuclear description, as mentioned before is introduced 
phenomenologically. 
The dissertation is organized in six chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction. In 
Chapter 2, we present details of single- and double-A hypernuclei and weak decay 
of hypernuclei . In Chapter 3, we briefly discuss the basic relativistic mean field 
model. In Chapter 4, we discuss the RMF theory for various nuclei and hypernuclei. 
In Chapter 5, we discuss the review of RMF literature. Finally, the conclusion and 
future prospects are given in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2 
Hypernuclei 
The physics of strangeness in nuclei is not merely an extension of conventional nu-
cleai- physics. To find new dcgi-ec of freedom, providing new types of states, which 
allows us to expand our understanding of hadronic many-body problem. Strangeness 
degree of freedom can be experimentally injected in a bound nuclear system through 
(A-.vr-), (/^-,7r-7), (7^^A:+), (e,e'i<'+), (7r+,i^+) and {K-,K+) reactions, for 
example. As a consequence of such strangeness exchanging processes, a more gen-
erahzed form of matter made up of nucleons (p and n) and hyperons (A, S and H 
) is formed. The A hypernuclei have been relatively well produced mainly through 
the {K~,Tr~) and (TT"*", K^) reactions. These experiments have more or less limita-
tion due to their own kinematics. More variety of hypernuclear production should 
be challenged in order to get information on detailed properties of hyperon-nucleon 
interactions. The detailed level structure of various p-shell A hypernuclei has been 
investigated by 7-ray spectroscopy with Hyperball and Nal counter array, where 
strength of all the spin-dependent components of the AN interactions have been 
determined. The (e, e'K^) reaction has been successfully introduced hypernuclear 
spectroscopy at Jefferson Lab with a better resolution. Double hypernuclear events 
interpreted as ^^H were observed by detecting two pions from sequential weak de-
cay. In an emulsion counter hybrid experiment, a double-A hypernucleus ^A^e was 
observed and the strength of AA interaction was unambiguously derived [24]. 
2.1 The S = -1 hypernuclei 
For the first time in 1952's, Danysz and Pniewski [1] identified the hypernucleus 
containing A particle in an experiment conducted with emulsion plate exposed to 
cosmic radiation at high altitude. Since then a number of A hypernuclei have been 
identified in the various laboratories. Their life time is of the order of mean Ufa time 
(= 2.63xl0~^°sec) of A particle,' thus making it possible to measure their nuclear 
properties. The principle production mechanisms for hypernuclei are 
• strangeness exchange reaction {K~,'n~) , 
• associated production reaction (7r+, K^) , and 
» elecfcromagnetic production . 
In the strangeness exchange reaction, one unit of strangeness S = -1 is transferred 
to target nucleon converting it into the hyperon by emitting a pion. For example, 
In associated production reaction, two strange particles with opposite strangeness 
quantum numbers are produced from initial system of strangeness zero. For example, 
TT+ + n-^ A + K+. 
Basic idea of electromagnetic production is to use the process, given by 
7 + p -> A + K+, 
where, the initial photon may be real or virtual, created by electron. If photon is 
real then it is said to be photo-production of kaon and if photon is virtual we call it 
electroproduction of kaon. 
The A hypernuclei are the best studied of all hypernuclei, due to the relatively 
high cross-section of direct production in strangeness exchange {K-,n-), {K-,IT°), 
(TT"*", /C"*") reactions. The elementary processes are given as 
K~ +n -^ A + 7r~ , 
K-+P -^ A -f TT" , 
and TT"*" -t- n —> A -f ftT"^ . 
All three reactions can populate the same hypernuclear states, but the former 
pair has a much higher cross-section due to much lower momentum transfer and 
higher elementary cross-section. From [25, 26, 27, 28], the differential cross-section 
for ground state A hypernuclear production at ^ = 0 is 
. 0.1 mb/sr for ^"^CiK',T^-f^C, VK- = 800 MeV/c , 
• 0.015 mb/sr for ^^C{ir+,K+)fC, p^+ = 1040 MeV/c . 
The A potential well depth has been determined to be V^ « 30 MeV [29]. The 
spin dependent part of the AN interaction, however, requires further investigation. 
It is generally believed that the spin-orbit term of AN interaction is much smaller 
that the one for NN interaction. The S hypernuclei may be produced along with A 
hypernuclei in the {K~,IT~) reaction through elementary processes are given as 
i < ' - + n ^ S " + 7r-, 
K- +p-*!]+ +n-. 
The (A;~,7r'*') reaction may be used to probe creation of E hypernuclei via 
The width of E hjrpemuclear states is to be much wider than those for A hypernuclei 
due to conversion in the nuclear medium given as 
and 
E~4-p -^ A + n , 
T,° + n -^ A + n, 
E+ + n -^ A+p. 
The A particle, being distinct from the nucleons to which it is attached, is not 
subject to the Pauli exclusion principle for neutrons and protons. In the ground 
state of a hypernucleus the A particle will, therefore, always occupy the lowest 
single particle state, namely ^5i/2 state in the potential well generated as a result 
of the interaction of A particle with the (A-1) nucleons of the core nucleus. 
The binding energy, BA of the A particle in the gi-ound state, is the energy 
required to remove the A particle from the core of the hypernucleus provided it 
remains in the lowest state. It is defined bv 
B\ = Mcore + mji- MHy , 
where, Mcore is the mass of the core nucleus, TTIA is the mass of the A particle and 
May is the mass of the hypernucleus. 
The binding energy of A hypernucleus is the difference in the Q value of its decay 
product and Q value of free A decay which are readily measurable using emulsion 
techniques. This approach is used for hypernuclei which contain the s-shell or p-
shell core. Depending upon the core, the hypernucleus is called 5-shell or p-shell 
hypernucleus. 
2.2 The S = -2 hypernuclei 
The discovery of single-A hypernuclei stimulated the interest to look for hypernuclei 
containing double-A. The data on S = -2 hypernuclear systems is very less, and no 
data exists for systems with higher strangeness content of hyperons. The three well 
established double-A hypernuclear species axe AA^e, AA-^G, and {^^ B [3, 5, 30, 31, 32]. 
They enable us to study the strength of the AA interaction but also provide the basis 
for extension of the theoretical studies to general multi strange hypernuclei. The S 
= -2 sector is significantly less studied due to 
• lower elementary cross-section, 
• higher momentum transfer, and 
• two step nature of direct doublc-A hypernuclear production. 
The study of S = -2 systems, such as double-A hypernuclei and 'Er nuclei provide 
valuable information on A A and SN interactions. The double-A hypernuclei shed 
light on the hyperon-hyperon interaction. The double hypernuclei may be produced 
via the double strangeness exchange reaction {K~, /<+) i.e. by both direct produc-
tion or production via S~ captured at rest by an emulsion atom. In later reaction 
meson beam is used to tag the production of the 5 " hyperon, which is then slowed 
down in emulsion and captured at rest by an emulsion atom. The E!~ stopping 
probability depends strongly on its initial energy, which is strongly correlated with 
the missing mass in the {K~, K'^) reaction. Tho two step nature of direct double-A 
hypernuclear production given as 
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K-^p^ K+ + 3-, S - + p ^ A + A +28MeV, 
or 
/ C - + p ^ 7 r ° + A , 7r" + p - ^ A + K+. 
The cross-section for direct double-A hypernuclear production expected to be 
smaller than the cross-section for H hypernuclear production. A. J. Baltz et al. [33] 
predicted the cross-section of direct double-A production in the reaction ^^0{K~, K'^)]^^C 
to be a few nb/sr for p^- = l.lGeV/c. However, C. B. Dover et al. [34] pointed out 
that the mixing of 3 and double-A hypernuclear states may introduce an amplitude 
for direct one step double-A hypernuclear production considerably larger. C. B. 
Dover and A. Gal [35] found the E" nucleus potential well depth to be ~ 21 MeV 
- 24 MeV based on their analysis of emulsion data. The short life time of the E~ 
result in a high probability of its decay before its stop. Despite the experimental 
difficulties, there have been reports of observing double-A and S hypernuclei in the 
emulsion exposed to K~ beam. Double-A hypernuclei were created via "E" capture 
by a nucleus, followed by conversion 5~ + p —> A + A. The E hypernuclei produced 
directly in the {K~,K'^) reaction. There is evidence from older emulsion experi-
ments for the formation of AA^S and AA^e, due to Prowse [36] and Danysz et al. [3], 
in E~ capture at rest. 
The observed double-A hypernuclei and AA binding onorgios are given as 
• i^ ABe, A^AA = 4.5 MeV ± 0.4 MeV [30], 
• AA^e, A 5 A A = 4.6 MeV ± 0.5 MeV [36], 
• ]^^B, ABAA = 4.8 MeV ± 0.7 MeV [37]. 
Variational calculations of a-cluster models for the first two events were carried 
out by A. R. Bodmer et al. [38]. Fixing parameters of the theory using the experi-
mental value of A S A A for the ]^j^Be event, they predict the value of A BAA for A A He 
to be about 3.6 MeV or less. The AA^e double hyperfragment has been uniquely 
identified on the basis of observing the sequential weak decay, and the precise ex-
perimental values of AA binding energy 6AA and A BAA has been obtained. 
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2.3 Hyper nuclear decay 
The decay properties of hypernuclei are also studied to get information of the AN 
interaction. There are three decay modes of hypernuclei 
(i)strong decay, 
(ii)weak decay, and 
(iii) electromagnetic decay. 
The life time of strong decay mode is very small and the detectors are not sensitive 
enough to record the spectrum of the outgoi^ig particles. The electromagnetic decays 
studied through the 7-ray transition of the excited hypernucleus which decay to the 
gir^isd si&te. The a^ssk Jpjperacirafcvsr decays have been more rigorously siudied due 
to the longer life time and more limpid experimental interpretations. A A hyperon 
bound to a nucleus, decays with a life time Qf weak process r ~ 10"^° sec. The weak 
decay of A hypernuclei was observed first in the 1950's [39]. A A hypernucleus in 
its ground state decays via weak interactioii by two different decay modes 
(A)mesonic decay, and 
(B)nonmesonic decay. 
2.3.1 Mesonic decay 
Mesonic decay mode is dominant decay mode in light hypernuclei. The free A decays 
principally via the pionic decay modes 
A ^ p + TT- + 38 MeV (64 %), 
A - ^ n + 7r'' + 4 lMeV(36%). 
The schematic representation for the mesomc decay has been shown in Fig. 2.1. 
We do not yet know whether the pio^c decay rates are consistent with our 
parametrization of the free A -+ p + TT anipljtude and microscopic models of the 
nuclear-wave functions. Pionic decays of A particles in hypernuclei tend to be sup-
pressed by the Pauli exclusion principle. Since the momentum carried by a nu-
cleon emitted in such a transition is p^ ^ yf2m^^T<E^ ~100MeV/c and energy 
i^i^N — 2mA ~ MeV. ihus, the momentum is below the fermi 
12 
A" ^ ?1 + TT _0 A" -^  ); + rr 
Figure 2.1: Quark diagram for nonleptonic weak lambda interaction process [39]. 
A + p - ^ n + p A + n —> n + n 
Figure 2.2: Quark diagram for nonleptonic weak lambda interaction process [39]. 
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Figure 2.3: Meson exchange diagrams for weak decay of a A hypernuclei [39]. 
level {pf = 270MeV) for most nuclei, and the NTT decay is Pauli blocked. Thus 
usually mesonic decay channel ai'e effectively shutout. Motoba et al. [40] studied 
the IT mesonic decay of ^^shell and .srf-shell hypernuclei, where they employed the 
shell model wave functions with the density dependent Hartree-Fock function. They 
found the summed decay [Ts = F^o + F^-) rate of TT" and TT" decreases with mass 
and each decay rate (F^o,F^-) shows a nontrivial and characteristic variation with 
the mass number A which reflects the shell structure effects. 
2.3.2 Nonmesonic decay 
Cheston and Primakoff [41] pointed out to long ago that an alternative decay mech-
anism for a lambda hypernucleus within the nuclear medium as: A + N —> N + N. 
In this situation, assuming that the energy is split evenly between the two out-
going nucleons, with momentum p^ = ^J2mNKEJ^ ~ 400 MeV/c and energy 
KEN — ^^ ~2 ^^ ~ 90 MeV, which is well above the fermi surface. So this decay 
mechanism essentially uninhibited. Nonmesonic decay is the dominant decay mode 
for all except lightest A hypernuclei. The nonmesonic decay process provides the 
primary means of exploring the four fermion, strangeness changing A + N —^ N + N 
weak interaction. The large momentum transfer in the nonmesonic decay process 
implies that it probes short distances and might, therefore, expose the role of explicit 
quark/gluon substructure of the baryons. The nonmesonic decay modes of the A 
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A + n ^ n + n + 176 MeV, 
A + p ^ n + p + 176 MeV, 
can occur only within the nuclear medium. The schematic representation of non-
mesonic decay has been shown in Fig. [2.2]. The 176 MeV energy released in the 
neutron-stimulated and proton-stimulated decay corresponds to final state nucleon 
momentum of the order of 420 MeV/c. 
The nonmesonic weak process conserves neither parity, isospin nor strangeness. 
In the NN weak interaction, which governs parity mixing in conventional nuclei it is 
impossible to see the parity conserving components. In contrast, the A+N ^^ N+N 
transition exposes both parity conserving and parity nonconserving components of 
the interaction. The total nonmesonic decay rate (r„m = r„p + r„„) appears to be 
relatively insensitive to details of the weak interaction model employed. In contrast, 
the r„p/r„„ ratio appears to directly related to specific meson exchange components 
{n,p,K..) of the weak Hamiltonian and sensitive to the question of whether the 
A7 = I rule hold for nonmesonic decay. Dubach et al. [42] have suggested that if 
one includes the I = 1/2 meson exchange (i.e K and K*) in addition to isovector 
(vr and p) mesons, as shown in Fig. [2.3], then the r„„/r„p ratio can be altered 
drastically. The precision measurement of the nonmesonic decay partial rates are 
needed to determine (i) the structure of the meson exchange description of the 
weak Hamiltonian. (ii) whether the A / = | rule which characterizes the pionic 
decay process and CP violation, also applies to the the A + N ^y N + N decay of 
hypernucleus. 
2.4 Spectroscopy of A hypernuclei 
Spectroscopy of A hypernuclei is one of the most valuable tools for the experimen-
tal investigation of strangeness nuclear physics [43]. Furthermore, hyperon-nucleon 
(YN) and hyperon-hyperon (YY) interactions may be well studied by the spectro-
scopic investigation of hypernuclei. Hyperon-nucleon scattering experiments provide 
the basic understanding of nuclear physics. But it is quite difficult to carry out such 
experiments, because the life time of hyperon is quite short and hyperon beams are 
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not suitable for the scattering experiments. Spectroscopic investigations yield valu-
able information on the hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon interactions. There 
is also a phcnoincnological approach to the effective interaction [44, 45]. The AN 
effective interaction in p-shell A hypernuclei is written as 
V^N{r) = Voir) + V,{r)Sf,SN + VA{r)lANSA + l^ w(r)/AAr5iv + VT{r)Sn , 
where the first term, Vo(r), the central force, the second term takes into account 
the spin interaction, the third and fourth terms are the spin-orbit interactions with 
lambda-spin dependent and nucleon-spin dependent spin-orbit terms, and S12 = 
3(o'Ar)(cr;\fr) — (J/^^aff is the tensor operator. 
Considerable progress has been made in recent years by two types of hypernuclear 
spectroscopy, one is reaction based and other 7-ray based. Reaction spectroscopy, 
directly populates hypernuclear states and reveals level structure in A bound region. 
It involves study of excited states between the nucleon and A emission threshold. 
Reaction spectroscopy pursued by the (TT"*", K'^) reaction and neutron-rich hypernu-
clei were produced with the (TT", /('+) reaction. It provides information on the A 
hypernuclear structure and AN interaction through the determination of hypernu-
clear masses, reaction cross-sections, angular distributions, etc. In contrast, 7-ray 
spectroscopy can have access only to hypernuclear states below nucleon emission 
thresholds, but it achieves ultrahigh resolution. For example, the high resolution 
7-ray spectroscopy with a germanium detector array (Hyperball) technique has im-
posed the energy resolution of A hypernuclear bound states, which enable us to 
resolve hypernuclear fine structure. The first experiment with Hyperball (KEK 
E419) was performed for ^Li. 7-ray spectroscopy is a powerful spectroscopic tools 
for investigation of spin-dependent AN interactions, which requires information on 
the precise level structure of hypernuclei. Thus reaction spectroscopy and 7 spec-
troscopy are highly complementary. 
The A hypernuclear investigation has already undergone three stages of develop-
ment since the first discovery of the hypernucleus in 1953's [1]. The first stage may 
be called the emulsion era, which featured the binding energies of hght (A < 16) A 
hypernuclei (Fig.[2.4]) were measured from their weak decays and the A potential 
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Figure 2.4: A hypernuclear chart. The experimentally identied A hypernuclei and 
the experimental spectroscopy, and the emulsion method are shown [43]. 
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Figure 2.5: A schematic presentation of three strangeness producing reactions used 
to study hypernuclei [43]. 
depth was found to be about 2/3 that of the nucleon. However, experimental data 
was limited to the binding energies of ground states, and excited states. The second 
stage of hypernuclear investigation began in early 1970's with counter experiments 
using K~ beams at CERN and later at BNL. Spectroscopic studies of excited states 
of hypernuclei became possible by {K~, 7r~) reaction. Various hypernuclei were stud-
ied by using a noble method of ih-fiight {K~, TT") reaction [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51], 
after {K't^p, ir~) reaction [52]. The spin-orbit splittings are quite small for light p-
shell hypernuclei. A powerful study of hght p-shell hypernuclei was done by {K', TT") 
reaction, but it suflFered poor statistics due to low kaon beam intensity and limited 
energy resolution of the spectra. The possibility of (7r+, /('+) reaction spectroscopy 
for the study of A hypernuclei was first pointed out by Thiessen [53]. Because 
of small hypernuclear cross-sections of (TT"*", K'^) reaction is not suitable for spec-
troscopy. In contrast, cross-sections for the in-flight {K~, TT~) reaction are as large 
as 10 mb/sr, two to three orders of magnitude greater as shown in Fig. [2.6]. The 
third stage, which featured the use of the (TT^, K+) reaction, began in the mid-1980's 
at the alternating gradient synchrotron (AGS) of Brookhaven National Laboratory 
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(BNL), USA [29, 54]. It was extended when the new experimental facilities became 
available at the 12 GeV proton synchrotron (PS) of the High Energy Accelerator 
Organization (KEK), Japan [55, 56, 57, 58]. The superconducting kaon spectrome-
ter (SKS) played a key role in exploring A hypernuclear spectroscopy by (TT"*", /C"*") 
reaction and high quality A spectra were measured for various A hypcrrmclei. 
A A hypernucleus is produced in a wide variety of hadronic reactions with beams 
of mesons, protons, and heavy ions. It may also be produced by electromagnetic 
interactions, a technique that became feasible recently i.e. (e, e'K^) reaction. The 
high quality, high intensity CW electron beams available at the Thomas Jefferson 
National Accelerator Facility (JLab), USA, permitted the first successful (e, e'K'^) 
spectroscopy measurements [59]. This technique is developed to expand the possi-
bilities for strangeness nuclear physics. The elementary processes for three typical 
reactions, {K~, TT"), (TT"*', K'^) and (e, e'K"^), are shown schematically in Fig. [2.5] 
at the quark level. 
Hypernuclear reactions are characterized to a good extent by the momentum 
transfer in the reaction, it controls population of the hypernuclear states. In Fig. [2.6] 
typical cross-sections are shown schematicall}' versus momentum transfer for some 
of the reactions that are used for A hypernuclear spectroscopy. Larger momentum 
transfers correspond to smaller hypernuclear cross-sections. However, only the (A'", 
TT") and (TT+J /C"*") reactions used extensively, and the feasibiUty of the (e, e'A'+) 
reaction demonstrated recently. 
The momentum transferred to the recoiling hypernucleus of ^^C target is shown 
in Fig. [2.7] as a function of incident beam momentum. The {K~, TT") reaction has 
a "magic momentum" where the recoil momentum becomes zero. Thus it populates 
substitutional states, in which a nucleon is converted to a A hyperon in the same orbit 
with no orbital angular momentum transfer (AL = 0). The (7r+, A'+) reaction and 
(e, e'K'^) reaction are endoergic reactions, so they transfer a large recoil momentum 
to a hypernucleus. These reactions can excite high spin hypernuclear states with 
a nucleon hole having large angular momentum and a A hyperon having a small 
angular momentum. 
Once a A hypernucleus is produced in an excited state, it decays through strong, 
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electromagnetic and weak interactions according to the nature of the states, as 
shown pictorially in Fig. [2.8]. The A binding energies are usually much larger than 
those for a proton or a neutron. The hypernuclear states in which -a A hyperon is 
bound in an orbit decay by emitting nucleons. For high-lying A hypernuclear states 
above the nucleon emission thresholds, the calculated spreading widths are narrower 
than a few 100 KeV, in contrast to an ordinary nucleus [60, 61]. This is because 
(1) AN interaction is weaker than the nucleon-nucleon interaction, (2) AN spin-spin 
interaction is weak and therefore spin vector p ^ - h^ excitation is suppressed, (3) 
a A hyperon with zero isospin can excite only isoscalar p^ - h^ modes of the core 
nucleus, and (4) no exchange term with nucleons is required. 
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Chapter 3 
Relativistic Mean Field (RMF) 
theory 
There is a need to perforin relativistic calculations as non-relativistic conventional 
many body calculations which do not consider mesonic degrees of freedom and are 
not rehable for the study of nuclear matter with high density. Quantum Chromo-
dynamics (QCD) is the fundamental theory of the strong interaction and hence it 
should explain possible modifications of hadron properties in the nuclear medium. 
However, typical nuclear phenomena at intermediate and low energies can not be an-
alytically derived from QCD although it will be solved numerically on the lattice in 
near future. Meanwhile we are left with the construction of phenomenological mod-
els in order to try to describe nuclear phenomena and bulk properties. Walecka and 
collaborators used such a kind of theory for the first time around 1974's to describe 
the nucleon-nucleon interaction [62]. This model is based on a phenomenological 
treatment of the hadronic degree of freedom, which consist in a renormalizable rel-
ativistic quantum field theory. The early version of this model consider a scalar (a) 
meson field and a vector (w) meson field coupled to the baryonic (nucleon) fields. 
Besides the relativistic mean field calculations, the Walecka model has also been 
used in a more complete treatment, the relativistic Hartree-Fock approximation. 
The mean field treatment of the relativistic field theory of hadrons known as quan-
tum hadrodynamics (QHD) has been found to be a very successful framework for 
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describing diverse bulk and single particle properties of nuclear matter and finite 
nuclei. The QHD theory is based on a Lagrangian density which uses the nucleon 
(as Dirac particle) and the isoscalar-scalar a, the isoscalar-vector u, isovector-vector 
p and the pseudoscalar -K mesons as the relevent degrees of freedom in order to un-
derstand many aspects of the nuclear many-body problem. The Relativistic Mean 
Field theory has been successful in describing nuclear matter properties of finite 
nuclei spreading over the entire periodic table. RMF is a phenomenological model 
for description of the nuclear many-body problem. Its development is followed by 
relativistic quantum mechanics and relativistic quantum field theory. In the rela-
tivistic mean field approach the nucleus is described in terms of Dirac quasi particles 
moving in classical meson fields. Due to th^ definite ground state spin and parity 
of the nuclear system, the contribution of the TT meson vanishes at the mean field 
level. The mean field approximation of QfiD automatically generates important 
ingredients of the nuclear problem like the spin-orbit force, or the finite range and 
density dependence of the nuclear interactioii. 
3.1 The mean field model 
In this chapter, we described the framework of relativistic mean field model proposed 
by Walecka [21]. This model describes the nucleus as a system of Dirac nucleons 
which interact via the exchanges of mesons and photon fields. It is assumed that the 
neutral scalar meson a couples to the scalar density of baryons through g„i}ai> and 
that the neutral vector meson oj^ couples to the conserved baryon current through 
5a;i/'7/.''/'W;M where '(/' is the baiyon field, and g^, g^ are the couphng constants. 
The total Lagrangian density for the present model is given as 
C = Cf^ + C^ • -)- Ccouple • (3.1) 
The first term of above equation describe free nucleon with mass M 
^ N " = ^(^7M9M - M)V , (3.2) 
and the second term describes free mesons and photons 
^'r - lid,ad>^<r - mW) - Jfi'^'-fi,, +, lmlu,u:>^ - \F>^^F,. . (3.3) 
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There describes the nucleon-meson coupling as 
Ccoupie = -gu'tpln^j'^ip - 9ai^(^^ • (3.4) 
The field tensors of the vector meson and photons take the following form 
^^u^ = d^uj„ — d„ujfi , 
jpjii/ — 9^Au — Ov-Afi , 
respectively. A classical relativistic field theory starts from a number of fields, (jj. 
The dynamics of the fields is determined through the Lagi-angian density C{q, d^q, t) 
and the variational principle 
S f dtC = 5 f d}xC{q, d^q, t) = 0, (3.5) 
where qi — ^,V,ip fields. This equation leads to the Eular-Lagrange equation of 
motion 
^^ [WF-T] - — ^ 0 , (3.6) dC dC 
'did^qiY dqi 
for all qi. Inserting equation (3.1) into Eular-Lagrangian equation (3.6) gives the 
field equations 
(a,,a" + wl)a = gM , (3.7) 
d^Q}'^ + mluj''^g^i)Yij}, (3.8) 
and 
[Y{id^ - g.u^) - (M - g.a)]^ = 0 . (3.9) 
Equation (3.7) is simply the Klein-Gordon equation with a scalar source and the 
equation (3.9) is the Dirac equation with the scalar and vector fields introduced in a 
minimal fashion. The equation (3.7) - (3.9) are nonlinear quantum field equations, 
and their exact solutions are very complicated. So, it is necessary to introduce 
mean field approximation to remove all the quantum fluctuations of the meson fields 
and use their expectation values, which are classical fields. If the baryon density 
increases, the source terms on the right sides of equations (3.7) and (3.8) are also 
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increased. When source terms are large, the field operators can be replaced by their 
expectation values 
(T -* (a) = ao , 
uifj, —> {u)fj) = 6^o^o • 
For a static, uniform system, (TQ and UQ are independent of x-^  and these quantities 
are constant, (u) vanishes because of its rotational invariance. Now, meson field 
equations can be solved for constant classical fields ao and WQ as follows 
ml ml 
After substitution of the value of ao and Ug into equation (3.9), the Dirac equation 
becomes linear and can be solved directly as follows 
[n^S'' - Sc.T^ Wo - M*]^ = 0 , (3.10) 
where effective mass M* — M — gaC^Q. We may find stationary state solution of 
Dirac equation by using the ansatz 
where 'ijj is a four-component Dirac spinors and A is a spin index. The Dirac equation 
(3.10) becomes 
{a.k + pM'yiPik, A) - [e{k) - cj^Lj,]'iP{k, A) . (3.11) 
This equation is just like a free particle Dirac equation in which M is replaced by 
M* and the frequency of the solutions is shifted by the vector field . Squaring of 
equation (3.11) and using properties of matrices 
poci + tti/? - 0 , 
diOLj + ajQfj = 25ij . 
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We obtain the eigen value 
e{k) = e^k) = g^LJo ± yj[k^ + M*^) = g^u^ ± E*{k) . 
Since both positive and negative square roots exist in above expression, it has four 
solutions corresponding to spin up and down particles of both positive and negative 
energy. Then, the positive energy spinor and negative energy spinor satisfy the 
following equations 
{a.k + PM*)U{k, A) = [e+{k) - g^u)o]U{k, A) = E*{k)U{k, A) , (3.12) 
{a.k + pM*)Vik, A) = -[e+{k) - g^Uo]V{k, A) = E*{k)V{k, A) , (3.13) 
where the corresponding spinors are 
and 
U{k,X) = ^ 
V{k,X) = ^ 
lE{k) + M 
\l 2E{k) 
\E{k) + M 
i/ 2E{k) 
1 
(T.fc 
1^  E{k)-\-M 
(T.k 
E{k)^M 
1 
The spinors are normalized such that the general solution to the field equation for 
nucleons and anti-nucleons forms a complete set of the nucleon field as 
i;{x,t) = -j=J2[AkxU{k,X)exp{ikx-ie+{k)t) (3.14) 
+ BkxV{k, X)exp{ikx - ie-^{k)t)] . 
The coefficients Akx{Bk,x) can be interpreted as destruction operators for quasi-
nucleons (quasi-antinucleons) of mass M* in the fields Wo, (TQ which obey the proper 
anti-commutation relations for fermions 
{^ fcA' Bk>X'} ~ hk'Sxy . 
In this mean field approximation, the Lagrangian density is reduced to 
£ = i,[n„d'' - .9,.7°u;o - (M - g,ao)]i' - ^ rn^^ + ^m^y^ . (3.15) 
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3.2 Effective Lagrangian density 
The Lagrangian density which includes the nucleon coupUngs to the cr, ui and p 
meson fields and a nonlinear term for a field is written m the form 
C = •ip[i^''d^-M]i^ + ld^ad''a-U{(T) (3.16) 
- gph'^T^P,. - IR'^'RI.U - \mlp,,p^ - e V ; 7 , x ^ ^ ^ ^ A x -
where M, m^, ni; ,^ and m^ are the nucleon, a, u, and p meson masses, respectively, 
and 5ff, g^, gp and e^/A-n = 1/137 are the corresponding coupling constants for the 
mesons and photon. In this case, scalar meson a couples to the nucleons through a 
Yukawa term '4x7'^ and produces a strong attraction while the isoscalar vector meson 
(cj) couples to the conserved nucleon current and cause almost strong repulsion. In 
addition, there is the isovector p-meson which couples to the isovector current and 
photons to produce the well-known electromagnetic interaction. The field tensors of 
the vector mesons and of the electromagnetic field are given by 
/?'"' = d^p" - d^p" , 
and 
The Lagrangian contains also a nonlinear scalar self-interaction of the a meson. 
In the simplest version of RMF, the mesons do not interact amongst themselves, 
and, in this case, the incompressibility of nuclear matter is found to be too large. 
Therefore, Boguta and Bodmer [20] included a non-linear self couphng for the a-
meson to improve the compressibility of nuclear matter in this model 
U{a) = -m^ + -52^ ' + -^g3<7' . (3.17) 
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3.3 Relativistic Mean Field equations 
A static solution is used of Lagrangian density to describe the ground state prop-
erties of nuclei. The classical variational principle gives the equations of motion 
for meson and electromagnetic fields. So the meson and photon fields are assumed 
to be classical fields or c-numbers and they are time independent. The nucleons 
move in classical fields as independent particles (mean field approximation). The 
resulting equations, known as RMF equations are set of coupled equations, Dirac 
equation for the nucleons and Klein-Gordon equations for the mesons. The TT meson 
does not contribute in the present RMF approximation because of its pseudoscalar 
nature. To simplify the calculations, we consider time reversal symmetry and charge 
conservation. Since the ground state of even-even nuclei has a good parity under 
the time reversal symmetry, the spatial components of the vector field w, p and A 
vanish. The time-like components a;°, p° and A*^  only are left. Furthermore, since 
the nucleon single particle states do not mix isospin, the charge conservation guar-
antees the only the third component of the isovector meson field p^ remains. The 
Dirac equation with potential terms for the nucleon is 
-?aV-t-l/(r) +/3[M + 5(r)]Vi = EiVi , ' (3.18) 
where V(r) represent the vector potential 
V{r) = 5<.cJo(r) + 9pTiPQ{T) + e^^~^^Mo(r) , 
and S(r) is the scalar potential 
S{r) = g„cr{r) . 
The Klein-Gordon equations for the mesons and the electromagnetic fields with the 
nucleon densities as sources are 
{- A +ml]u{r) = -gaPs{r) - 52^'(r) - g^a^ir) , (3.19) 
{- A +ml}ao{r) = g^p^{r) , (3.20) 
{-A+m2}p0(r) = .9,p3(r), (3.21) 
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- A ^ V ) = epe(r), (3.22) 
where ps is the scalar density for a field 
Ps{r) ^ T,n^'ip^{r)•lJ;,{r) , 
Py is the vector density for the w-field and is also known as baryon density 
p„(r) = Y:n,'il)^{r)ii\{T) , 
P3(r) is the vector density for the p-field 
P3(r) = T.n,ip^{r)ii)p{r) - T,ii,tp:^{r)ipn{r) , 
and pc{r) is the charge density for the photon field 
Pc{r) = Yln^tp+{r)tpp{r) . 
Here, rii are the occupation numbers introduced to account for pairing which is 
important for open shell nuclei. Here the sums are taken over the particle states only. 
It should be noted that the present approach neglects the contributions of negative-
energy states (no sea approximation) i.e. vacuum is polarized. The Dirac equation 
is then solved with the new potentials to get the spinors again to be used to get 
the new sources for the meson fields. This cycle is repeated until self-consistency is 
achieved. In the case of simple BCS prescription of pairing, the occupation numbers 
are 
nt = v^= -[1 
2 ' V(e, -A)2 + A 2 ' ' 
where e is the single particle energy for the state i. The chemical potential A for 
protons (neutrons) is obtained requiring 
Y,n. = Z{N). 
The sum is taken over proton (neutron) states. The gap parameter A is taken from 
the odd-even mass difference 
A -^ -E{N + 2) - E{N + 1)- [E{N + 1) - E{N)] . (3.23) 
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The RMF equations for the fields V, cr, u}°, p^ and A° can be solved in a self-
consistent way. Starting from an initial guess for the potentials S and V, we solve 
the Dirac equations for the spinors tpt and calculate the densities ps, PB, Pa and 
Pc. Klein-Gordon equation will be solve to get a new set of potential terms. The 
procedure repeated until convergence is achieved. Once the solution has been found 
we can compute observables such as the total energy of the system 
•" If 1 1 
^ = X^ Ci - 2 / dr{9<^P^(^ + 3^2^^ + 253'^'' +.5U;PBW" + QpPzpl + ep^A^) . (3.24) 
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Chapter 4 
R M F theory for nuclei and 
hyper nuclei 
The relativistic mean field models have been successfully applied to calculations of 
nucleai' matter and properties of finite nuclei throughout the periodic table. This 
model describes the nucleus as a system of Dirac nucleons which interact through 
the exchange of mesons that is the isoscalar-scalar a mesons, the isoscalar-vector u 
meson, and the isovector-vector p meson. The photon field is also taken into account 
to describe the Coulomb interaction between protons. For studying hypernuclear 
systems, the original model has to be extended to the strange particle sector. The 
A-hypernucleus is assumed to consist of a A particle moving in the mean fields that 
are created by all the baryons in the nucleus. Since the A particle is neutral and 
isoscalar (1=0), it only couples to the a and uj mesons and not couple to p meson 
and electromagnetic field. 
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4.1 R M F theory for single-A hypernuclei 
The Lagrangian density for A hypernuclei [63] can be described as 
£ = i^[ii''d^-M]rP + ^d^(7d''a-U{a)-^n^-'n^,, + ^mliJ^oj^ (4.1) 
- \F'^^F^, - gJn,.uj"iP - gJa^^ - gph"r'ipp,. - \«""«,.. 
where tp and ipji denote the Dirac spinors for nucleon and A particle, whose masses 
are M and m^ respectively, and ^^AI .<7WA ai'c A-ineson coupling constants. 
The field tensors of the vector mesons and of the electromagnetic field are given by 
and 
F"" = d^'A" - d^A'' . 
The model includes the nonlinear self-coupling for the a-field 
U{<7) = \my + ^52^' + \9z<y^ • (4.2) 
In RMF, the meson fields arc treated as classical c-mimbcr fields, and the contribu-
tions of antiparticle states are neglected (no sea approximation ). The variational 
principle is applied to the Lagrangian and the RMF equations for hypernuclei are 
obtained. 
The Dirac equation with potential terms for the nucleon is 
-ioSI + Y(r) -F /3[M + S{r)\il}i = tii>i , (4.3) 
where V(r) represent the vector potential 
V{r) = g^ujoir) + gpT3po{r) + e^-^Ao{r) , 
and S(r) is the scalar potential 
S{r) = gacr{r) . 
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The Dirac equation for the A particle is 
[-iaV + v{r) + PiruA + 9aA<y{r)) + 5a;AW°(r)]i/)A = EA'^ /'A • (4.4) 
The Klein-Gordon equation for mesons and Coulomb field are 
{- A -^ml}(j{r) = -gaps{r) - g2(r^ir) - 9^(J^{r) - 9„AM'r)Mr) , (4.5) 
{- A +ml}aoir) = g^Pvir) - O^-AV-A (O^A(r) . (4-6) 
{ - A + m > « ( r ) = g,p3(r), (4.7) 
- A ^°(r) - epe(r) , (4.8) 
where ps is the scalar density for a field 
Ps{r) = Y^ni'ipi{r)il}i{r) , 
i 
Pv is the vector density for the w-field and is also known as baryon density 
P^i"^) = X!"'iV'i^('^)'V'i(r) , 
i 
Pair) is the vector density for the p-field 
i i 
and Pc{r) is the charge density for the photon field 
Pc{r) = ^niTp^{r)ipp{r) , 
i 
the sum rule over all positive energy states. The occupation numbers written as 
2 1 ri Ci — A 
"i = ^ t = o[l -2^  Viei-Xy + A^'' 
The value of A for proton and neutron are determined from the phenomenological 
formula of Madland and Nix [64] which are given as 
A„ = -S^exvi-sl - tP) , (4.9) 
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and 
where 1= (N-Z)/A, r=5.73 MeV, s=0.117, t=7.96 . The formulae of various rms 
radii are defined as 
(rl) - ^ J rP^hp, , (4.11) 
irl) - ^ I rld'rp^ , (4.12) 
and 
K) = J J rid'rp , (4.13) 
for proton, neutron and matter rms radii respectively and Pp, pn, and p are their 
corresponding deformed densities. The charge rms radius can be found from the 
proton rms radius using the relation Vch — yji% + 0.64 taking into consideration the 
finite size of the proton. 
With the self-consistent solution of the RMF equations, the intrinsic quadrupole 
moment of the hypernucleus 
Q = y ^ y dr\p,{r) + i^A(r)V'A(r)]r2y2o(r-) . (4.14) 
The quadrupole deformation parameter ^2 is then estimated with the intrinsic 
quadrupole moments through 
Q = Qn + Qp + QA = \ l ^ ^ i ^ c + mlP2 , (4.15) 
where Ac = A-1 is the mass number of the core nucleus for the hypernucleus and 
fermi for the radius of the hpernucleus. 
4.2 R M F theory for double-A hypernuclei 
Exact few-body calculations are more appropriate for light hypernuclei, but they 
are not available for heavy systems. Therefore, RMF theory is adopted to study 
the mass number dependence of various quantities in double-A hypernuclei. Toki 
et al. [65] presented a self-consistent calculation of double-A hypernuclei in a wide 
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range of mass number within the framework of relativistic mean-field theory (RMF). 
They examined a possible contributions of the two strange mesons a* and 4> to A-A 
binding energy. In the RMF theory, baryons interact via the exchange of mesons. 
The baryons are nucleons and A hyperons, while the exchanged mesons consist of 
isoscalar scalar and vector mesons [a and uj) and isovector vector meson (p). Toki 
et al. [65] considered two models for such a strange nuclear system containing more 
than one hyperon. The first one (model 1) is a simple application of the RMF 
theory containing only usual mesons (a, w, and p), and the second one (model 2) 
incorporates two additional mesons (scalar a* and vector (p) which couple exclusively 
to hyperons. The effective Lagxangian may be written as 
£ = ^j;[iJ^^''-MM-ga<7-goJl''u-9p^°T3p-eJ''^^^^Y^A]iJ (4.16) 
+ Mil,9" - yV/A - tf> - g^.a' - g^j^u - / ^ T V + ^ ' ^ " ' ^HV- 'A 
where ip and ^A are the Dirac spinors for nucleons and A hyperons. The mean-field 
values of the exchanged mesons are denoted by a, u, p, a*, and (f), respectively. The 
exchanged mesons a* and ^ have no contribution to a singlo-A hypernuclcus because 
these mesons are assumed to be exchanged exclusively between two hyperons due 
to the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule. A is the electromagnetic field which couples 
only to the protons. The A hyperon is a charge neutral and isoscalar particle so 
that it does not couple to p and A. The tensor coupling is capable of resolving 
the problem of the small spin-orbit interaction in single-A hypernuclei, but it has 
negligible influence on the A A binding energy of double-A hypernuclei [66]. 
The Dirac equations for nucleons and A hyperons are written as 
[ij^d'' - MAT - ga(J - guJl^uj - gp-fT^p - e 7 ° i l ± ^ ^ ] V > = 0 , (4.17) 
and 
\il,d>^ - MA - 5 > - g^a* - 9^7°^^ - ^ T V + 2^^°'9ia;]VM • (4.18) 
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The equation of motion for mesons are given by 
- A a + mla + g2(T^ + g3<^^ = -g^ps - 9a P^ , (4-19) 
-Auj + mlu + csu' = g^p, + gtpt + I^^PT > (4-20) 
-Ap + mlp = gpP3, (4.21) 
- A a • + m2.a* = - 7 ^ p ^ (4.22) 
- A , ^ + m20 = 3 > ^ (4.23) 
and 
-AA^epp, (4.24) 
where PsiPs)^ Pv{Pv), PT^ Pi ^^^ pp are the scalar, vector, tensor, third component 
of isovector, and proton densities, respectively. The preceding coupled equations 
should be solved self-consistently for various hypernucler system. 
4.3 RMF theory of nuclear structure 
Several authors [67, 68, 69, 70] explained the solution of the relativistic mean field 
equations for finite nuclei, spherical nuclei and deformed nuclei. Nearly all applica-
tion in finite nuclei have used rotational symmetry with spherical co-ordinates: 
X = rsinOcos<j}, y = rsinOsin^ and z — rcosd . 
4.3.1 Spherical nuclei 
The densities and the potentials have spherical symmetry and the single particle 
wave function tpi in a central parity conserving field is written as 
^iir,t)=( ^'^"\ ^''-"]xu{t), (4.25) 
where / = j±l/2, I = i T l / 2 and /j(r) and gi{v) are the upper and lower components 
of the Dirac spinor, respectively, and the y are the spin-angle functions. Substitute 
the value of single particle wave function ipi in the set of Dirac and Klein-Gordon 
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equations. The Dirac equation splits into two first-order differential equations, and 
the p's are written in terms of /i(r) and 5i(r): 
(M* + V- Q)/i + {dr - ^^^)9i = 0 , (4.26) 
r 
_(M* -V + ei)gi - [dr + ^ ^ ) / , = 0 , (4.27) 
r 
and the densities become 
Pr' ' = E " ^ ( 2 i , + l ) ( | / , |2_ |g , l2) , (4.28) 
i=l 
Pi'" = E " * ( 2 ; , + l)(J/,p + J5,p) , (4.29) 
pf = ^2nM'^Ji + mii? + \9i\') , (4-30) 
i=l 
and 
P7' - E " ' ( 1 / 2 - T,)(2j, + l)( | / ,p + \9i\') , (4.31) 
i= l 
where ki = ±{ji + 1/2) for ji = k^ 1/2 and, the occupation number n^  = 1 for 
occupied level, 0 for unoccupied level. The Klein-Gordon equation for the mesons 
field are 
i-^r - \^r + ^ ^ + m .^Ja = -ci„pt - 92<y' - cfya' , (4.32) 
[-9'r - h + ^ + mlW' = -9.P7' , (4.33) 
\-dl - Id. + ^  + m>° = -9,pr , (4.34) 
(4.35) 
In the RMF description of spherical nuclei, / = 0 in the Klein-Gordon equations. 
The above set of equations is solved self-consistently, the solution depend on the 
parameters of the Lagrangian density. The meson masses, the coupling constants, 
and the parameters of the nonlinear interaction U(o-) are obtained by fitting of 
experiment data of a few finite spherical nuclei and of nuclear matter. 
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4.3.2 Deformed nuclei 
Deformation is a measure of the departure from sphericity. The quadrupole de-
formation parameter P is a quantitative measure of the deformation of nucleus. In 
practice, (3 is extracted from the proton and neutron quadrupole moments. The self-
consistent RMF theory was extended to treat deformed nuclei by Price et o^69], 
Patra et aZ.[67] and Gambhir et al.[70]. 
For deformed nuclei, the potential in which a nucleon moves are not spherically 
symmetric. Though spherical symmetry is absent, the potentials and densities have 
axially symmetric shapes. In this situation the source terms in the Dirac and Klein-
Gordon equations are not spherically symmetric, but are deformed with axially 
symmetric shapes [67]. The rotational symmetry is lost here and therefore the total 
angular momentum, is no longer a good quantum number. However, the densities 
are still invariant with respect to rotation about the symmetry axis, which assumed 
to be z-axis. So it is useful to work with cylindrical coordinates: 
X — r±cos(j), y — r±sin(p and z . 
For such nuclei, the Dirac equation can be reduced to a coupled set of partial dif-
ferential equations in the two variables z and r±. When the z-axis is taken as the 
symmetry axis, the Dirac spinor '^i can be written in the form 
f ft{z,r^)exp{{ni^l/2)(t^} \ 
lr{z,r±)exp{{n, + l/2)cp} 
Wtiz^rji)exp{{ni-1/2)4)} 
\ i9r{z,r±)exp{{ni + l/2)<p} J 
where Qj is the eigen value of the projection of the single particle angular momentum 
j over the z-axis and ti is the third component of the isospin. The wave function 
9H^y'''±) ai^d f^{z,r_i) are the solution of the Dirac equations given by 
(4.37) 
\/2n Xt{i) , (4.36) 
(M* + V)Jt + d.gt + {dri + ^:^)9r = ej,^ , 
(M* + V)f: - d,g; + {dr^ - ^^-^)gt = ejr , (4.38) 
(M* - V)gr + dj^ + {dr^ + ^^^^^)fr = -c,gt , (4.39) 
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and 
(M* - V)gT - djr + (a,x + ^ ^ ^ p ) / . " " = -^^9i • (4-40) 
The Klein-Gordon equations become 
[-—^rx^i^r^ -dl + ml]a = -g„ps - 52^^ - 53^^ , (4.41) 
[-^dr^rx.dr^ -dl + w^JJ" = g^p, , (4.42) 
[-—dr^rx.dr^ - dl + m > ° = gppp , (4.43) 
rj . 
and 
[-—ar^r^a,^ - 52]>l0 = ep, . (4.44) 
The contribution to the densities of the two time reversed states i and i are identical 
because of time reversal symmetry, therefore the densities are given by 
Ps{r^,z) = 2 ^ n , [ ( | / + | 2 + | / + n - (15,-^ 1^  + Igtl')] , (4.45) 
i>0 
PATUZ) =^2Y,n,[[\!t? + \!t?) + U? + \9tn • (4.46) 
i>0 
Pp(rj., z) = 45;]n,[( | /+|2 + \!t\^) + {\gtf + |/7,+ |^)]/, , (4.47) 
i>0 
and 
p.(rx,z) =^  2 J ]n , [ ( | /+ |2 + | / + H + (l^+f + |g+|2)](i/2 _ t,) . (4.48) 
For the case of spherical symmetry the large and small components /i(r) and 5j(r) of 
the Dirac spinor '^i can be expanded separately in terms of the radial functions Rni(s) 
of a spherical harmonic-oscillator potential Vosc[r) — \Mu?r'^ with the oscillator 
frequency flwo and oscillator length 
60 = y/fi/MuQ , 
Mr) = E fnRniir) , 
n=l 
and 
9i(r) = E ^^^'(^) • 
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For deformed nuclei with axial symmetry the spinors J^ and gf are expanded in 
terms of a deformed- harmonic-oscillator potential basis. A deformed axially sym-
metric oscillator potential given as 
Voslz, rx) = \MUP-,Z^ + \MU:ITI . (4.49) 
The frequencies hwx_ and hu^ can be expressed in terms of a deformation parameter 
/So as 
fvjj^ = fkJo R.xp(-A/5/47r/9o) , 
and 
hwji = fkuo exp{-y/5/Anf3o) . 
The quadrupole moment Q and deformation parameter /3 of the system are 
Q = Qn + Qv--^\j^AB?p, (4.50) 
where R = 1.2A^^^ . The deformation parameters are given by 
and 
Qn Pn = V57r 3NR^ • 
The charge radius is given by • 
To = yjr^ + 0.64 , (4.51) 
while the rms matter radius rrms is defined as 
{rrms) = -J / P^'^-^' z)r^dT . (4.52) 
Analogous definitions of proton and neutron radii are 
(^ p) = -^ j Ppiri, z)rldTp , (4.53) 
and 
(r„) = yy^  / /'"(^•^' ^yl^l-'^n • (4.54) 
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The energy of the system is given by the expression 
E= f d^rn{r) = Epart + E„ +E^ +E^ +E, . (4.55) 
We have to add the pairing energy and energy correction due to centre of mass 
motion. Thus the total energy became as 
Etotal = Epart + E^r + E^ + Ep + Ec + Epair + E^m , ( 4 . 5 6 ) 
where 
-'pair 
Epart = YjVf Id^r^i (-a.V - a.V + pM* + Vr^, z) ^H , 
Ep = - / d V Q ( V p o ) ^ + ^m>g) , 
E. - -jdh\{{vA,f) , 
Epair = - G I 2_]'"t''^i J 1 
\ i > 0 / 
and 
E.m = ~AlA-'^\ 
E„, E^j, Ep and Ec are the energies of the meson fields and the coulomb field. Epair 
is the pairing energy with the pairing force and Ecm is the centre of mass correction. 
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Chapter 5 
Review of RMF literature 
The phenomenological non-relativistic method is based on Hartree-Fock approxima-
tion. It involves density dependent effective interaction. RMF too is a phenomeno-
logical model for description of nuclear many-body problem. It is used by several 
authors [27, 63, 65, 67, 77, 78, 79, 82, 83, 105] to determine the bulk properties of 
nuclear matter. It is to be noted that the Dirac phenomenology is essentially an 
over simplification of the RMF model of Walecka. The present version of the RMF 
differs from the original Walecka model in the following two aspects. 
(1) It includes an additional rho (p) meson, which is important for nuclei with large 
neutron-proton symmetry. 
(2) It also associates that a scalar sigma (cr) meson is moving in a nonlinear self-
interaction field having cubic tuid quartic terms. 
Gambhir et al. [71] used the p meson couphng constant, Qp, in the RMF theory. 
They studied binding energy with NLl parameter for few selected Pb, Sb, Zr and 
Sr isotopes depicting characteristic region in the periodic table. It was observed 
that a shght variation in the adopted value of gp gives a better agreement with the 
experimental binding energy. 
Patra and Praharaj [72] obtained a more accurate p-meson nucleon coupling 
constant, gp, in order to study nuclei within the framework of RMF theory. They 
studied number of isotopic chains of neutron-rich nuclei using the new gp parameter. 
They found a better description of finite nuclei with important consequences for 
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neutron-rich exotic nuclei and the neutron-drip line. The binding energies are found 
sensitive to the coupling constant, Qp, but the rms radii and deformation parameters 
of nuclei are not at all sensitive to gp. 
Several authors, who worked on hypernuclei using RMF theory, have found that 
it explains the effects ot hyperons (A, E...ctc) on the hypernucleus spin-orbit struc-
ture. The pioneer work in terms of the meson exchange picture was carried out by 
Brockmann and Weise [73] in the Hartree approximation. With the development 
of RMF theory, its application to hypernuclei has been extensively exploited. In-
troduction of K-bj tensor coupling could explain the small spin-orbit splitting in the 
A hypernuclei very well. A relativistic model may account for the small spin-orbit 
splitting in A hypernuclei was first shown by Brockmann and Weise [73]. They 
employed spin-oibit intei action foi a A in a hypci nucleus within the framework of 
a relativistic Hartree model using effective scalar and vector boson exchange inter-
action as input. The spin-orbit potential L /^\ for a A to be much weaker than the 
spin-orbit interaction f/;^  for a nucleon: \Ui\\ < 0.3 |f/;^ |. They attempt to relate 
such properties to some basic difference between the AN and the NN interaction. 
Meson exchange models suggest weaker AN interactions compared to its NN coun-
terparts. The spin-orbit splitting in the A hypernucleus employed by Boguta and 
Bohrmann [74] is of particular interest. Their approach, 'though relativistic, is es-
sentially different from the Weise work. It deals with a field theory model of nuclear 
interaction. This means that the motion of the A inside a nucleus will be completely 
determined by the existing fields a{r) and uair) and the couphng gA,^ , gAo, to these 
fields. The fields cr(r) and wofr) are determined in the Hartree approximation. While 
Brockmann and Weise had to consider a number of complicated intermediate states 
in the AN interaction, Boguta and Bohrmann describe the A interaction through 
the fields. They saw that for the A hypernucleus, the field-theory model predicts 
an order of magnitude reduction in the spin-orbit splitting when compared with 
the neutron splitting. The reason for this is two fold. In the Thomas limit, the 
spin-orbit sphtting may be written as ~ {•j^)d{gsa + gyUJo)/dr. Comparing the 
spin-oibit splitting of the A to the neution in the same nucleus, holds are assumed 
to be the same and the coupling constant and mass change. Hence the ratio of 
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Parameter 
M 
m„ 
m^ 
rrip 
9,7 
9u> 
9p 
52 
53 
LI 
938.0 
550.0 
783.0 
-
10.3 
12.6 
-
0.0 
0.0 
NLl 
938.0 
492.25 
795.35 
763.0 
10.138 
13.285 
4.9755 
-12.172 
-36.265 
NL2 
938.0 
504.89 
780.0 
763.0 
9.111 
11.495 
5.507 
-2.304 
13.783 
TMl 
938.0 
511.198 
783.0 
770.0 
10.0289 
12.6139 
4.6322 
-7.2325 
0.6183 
TM2 
938.0 
526.443 
783.0 
770.0 
11.4694 
14.6377 
4.6783 
-4.4440 
4.6076 
NLSH 
939.0 
526.059 
783.0 
763.0 
10.444 
12.945 
4.383 
-6.9099 
-15.8337 
Table 5.1: Various parameter sets used in RMF calculation by several authors [75, 
76]. 
spin-orbit splitting of the A to the neutron is expected to {K/N)so ~ {mN/m^Yx 
= 0.23, where x = Qs/gho = 9v/gAu and they take for x = 0.33. Thus the smallness 
of spin-orbit splitting of the A may be attributed to reduced coupling of A to the 
scalar and vector fields a, w^. 
Various parameter sets (Ll, NLl, NL2, TMl, TM2, NLSH) for nucleon, meson 
masses and their corresponding coupling constants are given in Table 5.1. 
Zhang et al. [77] too have studied the problem of l.s sphtting in hypernuclei in the 
framework of RMF theory. They have taken into account self-interaction of the a-
field and have calculated single particle energies of ]f O and ^O. They conclude that 
self-interaction of the a-field has effect to reduce l.s splitting in hypernuclei. The 
combined effects of self-interaction and tensor coupling can reduced the splitting 
further. However, there is an obvious difference between the self-interaction and 
tensor coupling. While tensor coupling increases the l.s splitting in the case of E 
hypernucleus, and reduces it for the A hypernucleus, the self-interaction reduces the 
l.s splitting in both case. 
Glendenning ct al. [78] performed RMF calculation of A and S hypernuclei using 
an interaction that considers neutron star masses. Single particle spectra of A and 
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E hypernuclei have been calculated within the relativistic mean field theory. The 
hyperon couplings are compatible with the A binding in saturated nuclear matter, 
neutron star masses and experimental data on A levels in hypernuclei. Concerning 
the S couplings, they assumed a universal hyperon coupling i.e. all hyperons are in 
the lowest octet coupled to the meson fields as the A. They have calculated single 
particle spectra of p, n. A, S°, E"*" hyperons for the nuclei ^"Ca and ^ospb shown in 
Fig. [5.1] and Fig. [5.2]. 
Analyzing hypernuclear spectra, the spin-orbit potentials for hyperons and in the 
case of E hjrpernuclei the isospin dependencies of the interaction were investigated. 
Because of smaller couplings the hyperon levels are considerably less bound than 
the corresponding nucleon levels. It is one of the great advantages of the relativistic 
treatment that the spin-orbit interaction is automatically included in the single 
particle Dirac equation, which may be identified by means of Foldy-Worthuysen 
reduction. They compared various E~, E° and E+ levels for the |^Si, |PCa, fPZr 
and |°^Pb hypernuclei. The single particle energies of the E~, E" and E""" hyperons, 
respectively versus J4~^/^, are shown in Fig. [5.3, 5.4, 5.5]. 
Mares and Jennings [27] performed self-consistent calculations of A, E and 5 
hypernuclei within the RMF model that includes the u-Y tensor couplings. They 
found that the spin-orbit splitting is very sensitive to the value of tensor coupling 
fuY- In term of meson exchange picture, Brockmann and Weise [73] were the first to 
derive the A-N interaction. By taking the 27r and Sir exchanges and their correlation 
into used in RMF calculation account, they performed a details analysis for the 
dominant part of A-N interaction which is constructed from the isoscalar-scalar and 
vector channels. 
Early work by Brockmann and Weise [73] and Bohrmann and Boguta [74] for A 
hypernuclei achieved success by taking significantly wealier strength for the meson 
couplings to the A than for the nucleons. More recently, it has been suggested that 
larger values of the mesons couplings consistent with SU(3), may be used if the 
tensor couplings are taken into account. The calculation of A and E hypernuclei by 
Glendenning et al. [78] used only partially self-consistent potentials and moreover 
omit the tensor couplings of vector mesons. Mares and Jennings [27] discussed the 
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couplings of hyperons to different mesonic fields and their implications for A, S and 
S hypernuclei. They demonstrate different effects of meson fields in a particular 
hjrpernuclear system and study the effect of the tensor couplings on the spin-orbit 
splittings by using the RMF theory. This is the first fully self-consistent calculation 
of A, S and S hypernuclei that includes the tensor couplings. For the coupling of 
w meson to the hyperons, they used the naive quark model values of the ratio to 
the w-nucleon coupling. Their results for yJO and 'yCa are given in Fig. [5.6] and 
Fig. [5.7], respectively. For better comparison of the role of the tensor coupling, they 
have chosen systems with neutral particles and have omitted the p-meson coupling 
for H. 
For the hypernuclear spin-orbit splitting, they obtain following relation: 
Vt ~ I.IV^ ,^ « 2.7V;= « 0.3V;^ for a-rv = o, 
Vt, « O.OQVJ^  ^ -0.5V;^ » 0.04V;^, which are for quark model values of ary. 
The parametrization of nucleonic sector illustrate different evolution of the spin-
orbit splitting for the three kind of hyperons. The expression for spin-orbit force 
VJ^  reads as: 
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where, 
Meff = MA - \{gu,AVo - 9<,A0). 
The A hypernuclear sphtting is gradually decreasing with increasing OTA- The 
attractive coulomb interaction for S~ leads to .a considerable stronger binding of 
E~ in the nuclear medium. Similar result were obtained for S° and E~ hypernuclei. 
For E+ the repulsive coulomb potential decreases the binding of S"*". On the other 
hand, the spin-orbit splitting in the S hypernuclei increases due to a positive f^^. 
Extremely large negative values of f^js for the 5 hyperon result even in a change 
of the level ordering. When using quark model values for /(^y, they obtain 7 times 
reduced hypernuclear spin-orbit splitting in j^'O, almost twice as large splitting for 
j70, and even change level ordering in ^^O. Vretenar et al. [79] have argued that the 
change in the nucleon spin-orbit potential due to the presence of A particle is more 
emphasized in the RMF approach as compared to the non-relativistic approach. 
Toki et al. [80] have the importance of the A-u tensor coupling, which affects largely 
the spin-orbit splitting. They have analysed the effect of A-u tensor coupling for 
lambda single particle energies for ^^V by TMl parameter set. 
Patra et al. [81] worked on the light medium nuclei (Z = 20 - 30) using the RMF 
theory. Some of these (Z = 20 - 30) even-even nuclei may not be spherical and 
they used the deformed RMF method. The deformed mean field method is general 
enough to study deformed and spherical nuclei. They obtained the good agreement 
after calculation for the binding energy and rms radii with some experimentally 
known nuclei. The quadrupole deformation parameter has maxima for N = 24 
and 46. For N = 32, the quadrupole deformation shows minima for Ca and Ti 
corresponding to spherical subshell closure, and maxima for Cr, Fe, Ni and Zn 
isotopes. In general, Cr nuclei are most deformed of these nuclei. Also Fe and Zn 
nuclei have substantial deformation. So patra et al. [81] obtained excellent results 
for the experimentally known binding energies and radii in the Z = 20 - 30 region. 
They gave valuable insight into the shape and isotope effects in these nuclei and 
neutron drip line. The shape of the even-even N = Z nuclei ^''Ne, ^^Mg, ^*Si, ^ ^S, 
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^^Ar, '"'Ca, ^^Te and ^^Cr were studied using axially symmetric deformed relativistic 
mean field theory by Patra and Praharaj [82]. Large deformations for ground states 
and hyper deformations for excited configuration has been found for these nuclei. 
They obtained hyperdeformed states (/3=5.2, ^9=6.5, /3=5.7) for ^^Ne, ^^ S and ^^Ar 
about 54, 50 and 73 MeV, respectively, above the ground configurations. 
Patra et al. [83] studied the various shapes of Hg isotopes using a relativistic 
mean field theory and predicted the throe different shapes. In most of them, the 
oblate solution was found to be the ground state configuration. They observed 
shape transitions from oblate to prolate and prolate to oblate at A = 178 and A 
= 188, respectively. Both in the oblate and in the prolate solutions the sign of 
the hexadecouple moment changes from positive to negative values deformed RMF 
model. The calculations were performed with three parameter sets in order to see 
the dependence of the structural on the force used. 
Patra et al. [84] used RMF and non-relativistic SHF formalism to calculate the 
binding energy, rms radii and quadrupole deformation parameter for recent possible 
discovered superheavy element Z = 122. The calculation was extended to include 
various isotopes of Z = 122 element, starting from A = 282 to A = 320. They 
predict highly deformed structures in the ground state for all isotopes. A shape 
transition appeared at about A = 290 from a highly oblate to a large prolate shape. 
It may be considered as the superdeformed and hyperdeformed structures of Z = 
122 nucleus in the mean field approach. Patra et al. [85] studied the structure 
of superheavy nuclei 294,302220 in the framework of RMF formalism, using three 
different parameter sets (NLl, NLSH and TMl) in an axially deformed harmonic 
oscillator basis. They found that NLl parameter set predicts '^'^ 120 as a spherical 
and ^^^120 a very weakly oblate deformed nucleus. The NLSH and TMl parameter 
sets predict both the nuclei with strongly prolate/oblate deformed configuration, in 
their respective ground states. 
Patra et al. [86] used the axially deformed self-consistent relativistic mean field 
approach to investigate the gross structural properties of Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar and Ca 
nuclei. They started from the proton-drip line till the neutron-drip line, using three 
different parameter sets (NL2, NLSH and TM2). Agreement between the calculation 
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and experiment was found to be good, particularly for the TM2 force parameters. 
The structure of Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si and S nuclei near the neutron drip-line region is 
investigated in the framework of relativistic mean field and non-relativistic skyrme 
Hartree-Fock formalism by Patra et al. [87]. They calculated the ground and low-
lying excited state properties, near the neutron drip-line region. Both the relativistic 
and non-relativistic results were found comparable to each other for the considered 
mass region. 
In the calculations, by Patra et al. [87], a large number of low-lying intrinsic su-
perdeformed excited states were observed for many of the isotopes. They analysed 
the large deformation structures and many of these neutron rich nuclei are quite de-
formed. They observed new magic number for these deformed nuclei. The breaking 
of N = 28 magic number and the appearance of a new magic number at N = 34. 
The neutron skin properties of Cs isotopes was studied by Patra et al. [88] using 
deformed relativistic mean field and spherical nonrolativistic Hartree-Fock theories . 
They predict a sizable neutron skin ratio for the isotopes not only near the neutron 
drip line. They also show that the surface diffuseness of the neutron distribution 
increases with neutron number. 
Patra [76] worked on the bulk properties of light nuclei and compared the re-
sults with LI, NLl and NL2 para,meter sets. He argued that results from different 
parameter sets such as the set LI consistently yield overbinding and hence results 
in smaller values of rms radii. Therefore the parameter set LI is not suitable for 
the study of neutron-rich or neutron-deficient nuclei. The parameter sets NLl and 
NL2 are found to be equally good for light nuclei. In general the set NLl gives 
slight overbinding and the set NL2 slight underbinding. Shen yao-song et al. [89] 
also studied the properties of light hypernuclei within the RMF approximation with 
new parameter sets TMl and NLSH. They found that these new parameters can 
satisfactorily reproduce the ground state properties of the Hght hypernuclei even 
near the neutron drip line. Their results show that the properties of hypernuclei are 
insensitive to the parameters of effective NN interaction. 
Patra et al. [90] worked on clustering in light, stable, and exotic nuclei within 
the RMF approach. They used the NL3 parameter sets for all the nuclei, except 
for ^^C. They also used the NL3 and NL2 parameter sets which did not give proper 
convergence for the ground state of ^^ C and then offered the NLSH set. The RMF 
theory was used to explain the clustering shapes in light nuclei for the first time by 
patra. They analysed the nucleon density distributions and deformation parameters 
for the cluster configuration. They explained many of the well-established cluster 
structures in both the ground and intrinsic excited states. When cluster structures 
are prominent, the description by conventional mean field models becomes insuf-
ficient. The clustering phenomena was also studied in superheavy nuclei with the 
RMF approach by using axially deformed harmonic oscillator basis [91]. 
The extended version of Walecka model by including the non linear a self-
coupUng term is now used as a standard model for the description of finite nuclei. 
Sugahara and Toki [92] included a non linear w self-coupling term in addition to the 
non linear a self-coupling terms, the necessity of which is suggested by the Relativis-
tic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory of nuclear matter. They used two parameter sets, 
one of which (TMl) for nuclei above Z = 20 and the other (TM2) for nuclei below Z 
= 20. They found that the resulting matter properties with TMl are very close to 
the one of the RBHF theory. They also calculated the neutron star profile with the 
equation of state (EOS) using TMl parameter set. Various hadronic models have 
been applied to describe the structure of neutron stars. Non-relativistic [93, 94] 
and relativistic models [62, 95, 96, 97] predict nearly same maximum mass of neu-
tron star. Relativistic models have been successfully applied to study finite nuclei 
[98, 99, 100] and infinite nuclear matter [101, 102] where they satisfy the proper-
ties of nuclear matter at saturation. An extrapolation to high density is causal. A 
detail calculation was done with different models to study the properties of neu-
tron stars [103]. Glendenning [104] studied the properties of neutron star in the 
framework of nuclear relativistic field theory. 
In a further study, Sugahara and Toki [80] taken a A-w tensor coupling and found 
a heavier critical mass of neutron star beyond observational border. It explained 
well the properties of finite and negative energy bound states at normal as well as 
at high densities. 
Shen et al. [105] studied the properties of neutron stars using the complete rela-
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f/ .9/,:r^w-
tivistic equation of state based on the relativistic m&&i§^^HM^yfThe complete 
relativistic equation of state covers a wide density range for describing both the inte-
rior region and the crusts of neutron stars. The total Lagrangian density of neutron 
star matter within the mean field approximation may be written as 
>C = ^•ipB[il^,^>' - (ms - Q^B" - ga'B"') (5-1) 
B 
- ig^jB" + g^B^ + gpBnp)-f°]'^)B - 7;'n^W + o^a -^^  
^53^' + Imluj'' + ^C3u' + ^my - ^m^a*^ + Imlf 
where sum on B is over all the charge states of the baryon octet and the sum on / is 
over the electrons and muons. It is obvious that the uniform matter containing the 
equilibrium mixture of nucleons, hyperons and leptons exists in the internal region 
of the neutron star, while the non uniform matter occurs in the surface region. 
They found that the neutron star with M = l.SM© have about 0.6 km inner crusts 
and 0.4 km outer crusts. They have constructed the complete relativistic EOS of 
neutron star matter in the density range from 10""''' to 1.2 Jm"^. The inclusion of 
the hyperons can significantly soften the EOS at high densities, as smaller maximum 
masses were obtained. 
Patra et al. [106] also studied the equation of state for dense matter in the 
core of the compact star with hyperons. They calculated the star structure in 
an effective model in the mean field approach with varying incompressibility and 
effective nucleon mass. They analysed the resulting equation of state with hyperons 
in beta equilibrium and its underlying effects on the gross properties of compact 
star sequences. The equation of state start with an effective Lagrangian generalized 
to include all the baryonic octets interacting through mesons: 
£ = i>B[{il,.d'' - g^Bli^oJ^ - -^gpBp,,TY)g<,B{u + i'^5r.-K)\iJB (5.2) 
XC 1 1 1 1 
- -g-C-- '^ - ^o)' - -^F.^F'^'' + -g^B^x'u^co'^ - -R.^R'^" + -mlp^p". 
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Here F,,„ = d,,u>u - d^w,, and x^ = TT'^ + a'^, ipB is the baryon spinors TT is the 
pseudoscalar-isovector pion field, a is the scalar field. The subscript B = n, p, A, 
S, and S denotes for baryons. 
Some studies were made on the nuclear deformation and effect of hyperon on 
the nuclear deformation hke Pannert [107]. The nuclear deformation generates the 
collective rotational motion, which is characterized by a pronounced rotational spec-
trum as well as strongly enhanced quadrupole transition probabilities. Theoretically, 
a standard way to discuss nuclear deformation is a self-consistent mean field theory 
by allowing the rotational symmetry to be broken in the mean field potential, the 
mean field theory provides an intuitive and transparent view of the nuclear defor-
mation. Myaing et al. [63] employed the RMF theory for studying the deformation 
of a A hypernuclei and its cft'cct on the core deformed nuclei. They found that the 
deformation parameter for Ne isotopes to be always similar between the core nu-
cleus and the corresponding hypernucleus. However deformation parameter for Si 
hypernucleus was slightly smaller than the core nucleus is shown in Fig. [5.8]. On 
the other hand, the deformation parameter for ^^ ' ^^' ^^Si and ^^ C nuclei is drastically 
changed when a A particle is added, although the change for the other Si isotopes 
is small. The quadrupole deformation parameter for Si isotopes obtained with the 
RMF method using NL3 parameter set is also shown in Fig. [5.8]. When a A particle 
is added to these nuclei, they turn to spherical. The potential energy surfaces for 
the 2^ ' 22+^Ne and ^^ ' ^^+^31 nuclei using NL3 parameter sets are shown in Fig. [5.9]. 
For ^^ C nucleus, the calculation with the NL3 parameter set did not converge, due 
to the instability of the scalar meson field, therefore, only the results with the NLSH 
parameter set. The potential energy surface for the ^^ ' ^ ^+^Si nuclei is qualitatively 
almost the same between the NL3 and NLSH parameter sets, although the A bind-
ing energy is sUghtly different. Toki et al. [108] developed a relativistic mean field 
description of deformed nuclei with pairing correlations in the BCS approximation. 
The treatment of the pairing correlations for nuclei whose Fermi surfaces are close 
to the threshold of unbound states needs special attention. So they used a delta 
function interaction for the pairing interaction to pick up those states whose wave 
functions are concentrated in the nuclear region. They employed the standard BCS 
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approximation for the single particle states obtained from the RMF theory with de-
formation. They applied the RMF + BCS method to the Zr isotopes and obtained 
a good description of the binding energies and the nuclear radii of nuclei from the 
proton drip hne to the neutron drip Hne. 
Shen et al. [65] presented a self-consistent calculations of double-A hypernuclei 
in a wide range of mass number within a framework of RMF theory for the descrip-
tion of stable and unstable nuclei and also to examine possible contribution of two 
strange mesons a* and (p to AA binding energy. Exact few body calculations are 
more appropriate for light hypernuclei, but they are not available for heavy systems. 
Therefore, they adopted the RMF theory to study the mass number dependence of 
various quantities in double-A hypernuclei. In such a case they considered two mod-
els, the first one is a simple application of a RMF theory containing only usual 
mesons {a, LJ, p) and the second one incorporates two additional mesons (scalar 
CT*, vector 4') which couple exclusively to hyperons. They employed two successful 
parameter sets TMl and NLSH for calculations in which the masses are in MeV and 
coupling constant in fm~^. The TMl set includes nonlinear terms both a and w 
mesons, while the NLSH set contains only nonlinear a terms. They found that 5AA 
increases with increasing mass number A, while ABAA decreases. In model 1, the ex-
changed mesons are hmited to the usual mesons a, u and p whose couphng constant 
are determined by the experimental data of single-A hypernuclei. Therefore, no 
more adjustable parameters exits when model 1 is used to the calculation of double-
A hypernuclei. In model 2, two additional mesons a* and (f) are included, so we 
should determine their coupling properly. Here the quark model value /?^ = - \ / 2 / 3 
is adopted, while R„' = 0.57(TM1) and R„. = b.56(NLSH) are constrained by the 
experimental value ABA^{^jJie)^ 1 MeV deduced from the NAGARA event. With-
out adjusting any parameter in model 1, the calculated ABAACAAHG) is very close 
to the experimental value. The contributions from the cr* and cp mesons in model 2 
are mostly cancelled with other, so there is no obvious difference between the two 
models for the calculation of double-A hypernuclei. They could give either positive 
or negative contributions to the AA binding energies, which depend on the coupling 
constant used in the calculation. It is found that the contributions from a* and 0 
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to BAA for heavy hypernuclei are much smaller than those for light systems. They 
have the relation of the ASAA with the R^- for the several double-A hypernuclei is 
shown in Fig. [5.10]. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and future prospects 
The AN scattering data are insufficient to define the interaction, as experimental 
information about the YN interaction is Umited. Providing possible experimental 
constraints upon the YN interaction is inevitably required to generate a detailed 
understanding of the S 7^  0 hadronic few- and many-body problem. One may adopt 
following strategies to extract useful information about YN and YY interactions from 
light hypernuclear studies, (i) These studies may consist of YN and YY interaction 
based on the meson theory and the constituent quark model, (ii) Hypernuclear 
spectroscopy experiments performed in order to provide information about the YN 
and YY interactions, (iii) and accurate calculations of hypernuclear structure. A 
detailed comparison of theoretical calculations and experimental data may improve 
our knowledge about YN and YY interactions. 
The data are sparse in S = -2 sector and there is' a paucity. The AA interaction 
can only be studied in double-A hypernuclei, or possibly in final-state interactions to 
explore the baryon-baryon force. The AA — 'E.N coupling in nuclei should be inves-
tigated both experimentally and theoretically. Both the involved S = -2 system can 
be reached via the double strangeness exchanging {K~ ,K^) reaction. Besides, new 
detectors and more intense beam, precision scattering data in the YN or YY chan-
nels, 5-shell and p-shell hypernuclei must be exploited to provide major constraints 
upon our interaction models. 
We have discussed in detail about mesonic and nonmesonic decays of A hyper-
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nuclei. The nonmesonic decays of hypernuclei provide a unique tool to probe the 
weak interaction. Only model calculations exist for the asymmetry in the weak non-
mesonic decay of hypernuclei no evidence exists for S = -2 H diabaryon, however 
H~ + d —> A + A + n contains information on the AA interaction. It is possible 
to produce AA hypernuclei in a nucleon emission. Therefore, hypernuclear weak 
decay studies should be extended to double-A hypernuclei to shed hght onto the 
still unresolved problems of weak decays. 
In recent years, great progress has been made towards our fundamental under-
standing of A hypernuclear structure and AN interaction on both theoretical and 
experimental frontiers. A hypernuclear spectroscopy using quasi elastic (e, e'K'^) 
reaction has great potential for the quantitative investigation of strangeness nuclear 
physics in the S = -1 sector. The Ge detector array Hyperball may detect 7-ray 
with a few KeV resolution with a very high count rate, thereby producing fresh 
impetus to 7-ray spectroscopy. Precision 7-ray spectroscopy of hypernuclei already 
has revealed fine structure of various light A. The second generation experimental 
studies at J-PARC, J-LAB and KEK hke (e, e'A'+), (7r+, K+) reactions etc have 
potential to reveal information on a wide spectrum of A hypernuclei and neutron 
rich A hypernuclei. 
The spin-orbit potential t//^ ^ for a A to be much weaker than the the spin-
orbit interaction f//^  for a nucleon. The smallness of spin-orbit splitting of the A 
may be attributed to reduced couphng of A to the scalar and vector fields a, w .^ 
Introduction of the A-u> tensor coupling could explain the small spin-orbit splitting 
in the A hypernuclei very well. We may take into account the self-interaction of the 
scalar field (cr-field), which is a characteristic of the cr-model, in the calculation of 
the bulk properties of nuclear matter. The self-interaction of ir-field has the effect 
to reduce the l.s splitting in the hypernuclei. The combined effect of self-interaction 
and tensor coupling can reduced the splitting further. The tensor coupling increase 
the l.s splitting in the case of E hypernucleus, and reduce it for A hypernucleus, the 
self-interaction reduce the l.s splitting in both case. Because of smaller couphngs 
the hyperon levels are considerably less bound than the corresponding nucleon level. 
It is one of the great advantages of the relativistic treatment that the spin-orbit 
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interaction automatically induced in the single particle Dirac equation. 
The RMF theory has been extensively exploited to A hypernuclei. The hyper-
nuclear spectra of A and S hypernuclei have been analysed by using the relativistic 
mean field calculations. In a relativistic description of A, S and E hypernuclei the 
spin-orbit splitting is very sensitive to the value of tensor coupling /u,y. The A hy-
pernuclear splitting is found to decrease gradually with increasing tensor coupling. 
Spin-orbit splitting in S hypernuclei increases with increasing tensor coupling and 
results to a change of level ordering for 5 hypernuclei. Unfortunately, effects lie 
within experimental resolutions. It will thus be a task of future high resolution ex-
periments to provide us with data from which the information an f^y coupling could 
be deduced. The results for H hypernuclei suggest that it would not be only inter-
esting but also desirable to extra polate the consideration to multi-strange baryonic 
systems. The effect of tensor couphng is restricted to region, where it contributes 
significantly. It does not contribute to the nuclear properties in the central region. 
RMF theory is well suited for studying clustering in light nuclei and also superheavy 
nuclei. The study may be extended to clustering in halo nuclei as well. The studies 
of Patra et al. [90] to demonstrate the applicability of RMF theory for studying the 
clustering phenomenon provide the scope for understanding in detail and high lights 
the versatility of RMF models. They derived the field equation in RMF which are 
solved by the iteration method and give self-consistent solutions. 
The change of the bulk properties of nuclei under the presence of strange im-
purities, like A-hyperon is an interesting subject in hypernuclear physics which has 
been studied by RMF theory [63]. They found that the introduction of A hyperon 
does not lead to excessive change in deformation of Ne nuclei. They found similar 
deformation of core nuclei and hypernuclei and that the deformation of hypernuclei 
is slightly smaller than that of core nuclei for Ne isotopes. Addition of A-particle to 
the nuclei, presents similar deformation parameters with the same sign between "^ Ne 
and ^+^Ne. Calculations with NL3 force show oblate deformation for ^^Si, ^^Si, ^^Si, 
which is remarkable. However, addition of A to it presents £in interesting feature as 
28+Asi^  30+Agi ^^^ 32+Agi ^^.^ fo^j^j sphcrical. However, with NLSH force only ^s+^Si 
becomes spherical from oblate shape. With the self-consistent solutions they could 
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calculate only local minima of the energy surface. Therefore, such studies need to 
be extended to achieve energy surface by imposing certain constraints on the RMF 
Hamiltonian and to investigate nuclear deformation. In order to investigate the ef-
fect of A particle on deformation parameter more properly, a better treatment of 
pairing would be necessary than constant gap approximation as assumed in above 
studies. Pairing has an important effect for open-shell nuclei and may alter shape of 
the nuclei binding energies and rms radii. The study may be generalized to doublc-A 
or multi-A hypernuclei in all mass region in the framework of RMF approach. 
The properties of double-A hypernuclei successfully used for the description of 
stable and unstable nuclei in the framework of RMF theory. The AA binding energy 
of double-A hypernuclei were examined by contribution of two mesons with dominant 
strange quark components (scalar a* and vector (})). The contribution from a* and 
(f) to JBAA for heavy hypernuclei are much smaller than those for light system. The 
AA binding energy (6AA) increases with increasing mass number A, while AA bond 
energy ( A 5 A A ) decreases. So far it is difficult to determine a reliable a* coupling 
by the scarce and various difficult measurements of double-A hypernuclei. It is 
necessary and important to get more and better experimental data on double-A 
hypernuclei so that theoretical model can be checked and extended to further study. 
In future it would be very valuable from the point of view of dense matter prop-
erties, and especially the structure of neutron and hyperon stars. The application of 
RMF theory to the QHD has been relevant to the description of finite nuclei and nu-
clear matter, as well as the description of the neutron stars, based solely on a handful 
of coupling constant. Strange particle nuclear physics an exciting and vibrant field 
of research. For the study of multi-strange objects with S < -3, relativistic heavy 
ion colhsions are the method of choice, since a copious bath of strange particle can 
occasionally result from a central collision. RMF model as a fundamental tool to 
explain a variety of phenomena throughout the known nuclear chart and beyond. 
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